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Jin Zhi and Ye Bingyu had lost all their spiritual power. Their hands trembled as they tried to touch Yun 

Chujiu’s nose. When they realized that there was no sound, they immediately felt a sharp pain in their 

hearts. Little Jiu, did she die just like that? 

 

They blamed themselves in their hearts. If it wasn’t for saving them, Little Jiu wouldn’t have died. She 

could have escaped. It was all because of them that little jiu was implicated. 

 

At this moment, master Baili and the others were outnumbered and were surrounded. 

 

After Su Yanran took the pill, the injury on her left shoulder was much better. She glanced at Master 

Baili and the others with disdain: 

 

“If it weren’t for that B * Tch Yun Chujiu who repeatedly sabotaged our plan, the immortal Yuan 

continent would have long belonged to our Divine Devil Hall! “I’ll give you one chance. As long as you 

surrender to our Divine Devil Hall, we’ll spare your lives. Otherwise, none of you will survive!” 

 

Master Baili and the others naturally wouldn’t surrender. Even if they had to risk self-destruct, they 

would still be heavily injured by the Divine Devil Hall. They couldn’t let their scheme succeed. 

 

Just as Master Baili and the others were about to self-destruct, a person walked out from the big turtle 

shell. Everyone’s eyes were fixed on her. 

 

Yun Chujiu? She didn’t die? 

 

The Aura on Yun Chujiu’s body was even more murderous than before. It seemed that even the last bit 

of the mortal world aura had disappeared. The purple lightning in her eyes looked even more dazzling, 

dazzling, and mesmerizing. 

 



Su Yanran roared, “Don’t look at her eyes! Yun Chujiu, you’re lucky. Why? Do you want to die again?” 

 

Yun chujiu looked at her emotionlessly and said coldly, “Since you’ve lived enough, then kill her!” 

 

As soon as Yun Chujiu said that, the lightning in her eyes flew toward Su Yanran and the people of the 

Divine Devil Hall. The air was immediately filled with a burning smell and shrill screams. 

 

After all, Su Yanran’s spiritual power was quite high. She had dodged Yun Chujiu’s little lightning, she 

said in a terrified tone, “You, you are not a human! You are a monster. No, you are a devil. You Idiots, 

you thought she was helping you. She is a devil. Why Don’t you kill her!” 

 

Although Master Baili and the others were very surprised by Yun Chujiu’s change, they were not stupid 

enough to be provoked by Su Yanran. They once again started to fight with the people of the Divine 

Devil Hall. 

 

Yun chujiu walked towards Su Yanran coldly. Every step seemed to step on her heart. Su Yanran could 

not help but start to retreat. She felt the shadow of death looming over her. 

 

She was extremely unwilling. Why? ? ! Why did she lose to this trash Yun chujiu even though she was 

already so strong? ! ! 

 

Why did she still lose to this trash Yun chujiu even though she had endured for so long? ? Why was it 

that even though she had worked so hard, she was still not as good as this good-for-nothing who spent 

all her time eating, drinking, and having fun? ! ! 

 

Su Yanran was extremely panicked and angry. She shouted out all the dissatisfaction and doubts in her 

heart. 

 

Yun chujiu curled the corners of her lips slightly. “You’re not satisfied? Do you know why you lost? 

Because…” 



 

Yun chujiu paused slightly at this point and then spat out three words indifferently. “You deserve it!” 

 

Su Yanran was so angry that she was about to go crazy! However, she had to admit that she was no 

match for Yun Chujiu. What the F * ck! ! She was about to win, so how did this trash suddenly become 

stronger? ! 

 

If Su Yanran knew that her words had angered Yun Chujiu, and Yun Chujiu had triggered the little 

lightning bolt, she would probably regret it! 


